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Discoveries like this truly aid in strategic decisions, by facilitating the discussion that informs those decisions. This is a significant way libraries can demonstrate fiscal responsibility and build their case to administration, showing why the institution should not only continue its support, but increase investment in the library.

Aside from widening the amount of content available to our users, the less time subject specialists spend on selecting individual titles, the more time they can spend on faculty outreach and research assistance. I expect the DDA trend to continue and grow, with libraries dedicating larger portions of their budget towards user-selected content.

Recent research is suggesting a trend in general library budget growth. However this reportedly modest increase is not necessarily translating into addition funds for materials. With flat or in some cases decreasing materials budgets, librarians have a responsibility to make conscientious collection management decisions.

Collection development policies may be another area of future growth and change. If libraries have not reviewed these policies recently, this is a perfect time to revisit what we collect and why we collect. On a macro and micro level, there are so many questions to answer. Is our library collecting for posterity? What format do we purchase and why? Do we have a preferred aggregated eBook platform? How much funding should go towards user-driven initiatives? Will these decisions affect our consortia? Do we fulfill faculty format requests if that means duplicating content? The list goes on and on, and I foresee libraries making even more of an effort to focus purchasing of monographic content in ways that align with strategic goals. Revisiting the collection policy, with the greater library community’s assistance, will only help to strengthen the story a library tells to administration.

When it comes to the format discussion, the physical book is here to stay. With studies published on exhaustive reading, the correlation between screens and reduced retention, and the often expressed tactile joys of using a physical book, it is impossible for me to see a future entirely empty of them. There is still very much a need and desire for academic book use in its physical form, particularly in the Humanities.

Even so, without question, purchasing of physical scholarly monographs has declined over the past several decades. Studies and surveys6 have indicated this for quite some time. Anyone using OCLC Connexion Client can see this purchasing shift in action. Institutional holdings indicate that eBook titles are on the rise and often surpassing physical book holdings, sometimes by a factor of six over the print. While consortial-level buying data may inflate these numbers (KSL does not add holdings for shared purchases), this is nonetheless an important purchasing movement that warrants more discussion.

In physical books, one of my pain points in acquisitions is obtaining out-of-print and hard-to-find material. I expect that buying physical copies of titles published decades ago will be challenging. But in this day and age, why should it be just as hard to buy a book from five years ago? I am not well versed in the expense and gamble publishers take on titles and their print runs, or the business side of what it would take, but I do hope to see more print-on-demand content available. While there is a case to be made regarding general appearance and the integrity of the physical book in its original form, what our users and researchers are truly after is content. They want to absorb that content and synthesize ideas into their own work. Libraries want to provide their users with exactly what they need. Content is a huge driver in what libraries purchase. Sometimes librarians have a say in which formats are best for constituents, but not always, since monographs are not necessarily available in the preferred format.

In the past few years, publishers have experimented with eBook pricing and they continue to test the market. Successful business models have emerged that seem sustainable for both publishers and libraries. We are starting to see more of a trend with publisher platforms offering content with less restrictive or even no DRM, and with unlimited user access. Journals have offered unrestricted article downloads and other user-friendly options for years and it is refreshing to see these practices rolled into the world of eBooks. It is what our faculty and students are accustomed to and they have a reasonable expectation to want equitable access in eBooks. Some publishers even go as far as to offer capabilities and assistance with text and data mining projects. These are incredible strides in our industry. Unfortunately these instances, so far, are the exception and not the rule.

In the future, I hope to see more publishers on aggregated platforms allowing for DRM-free chapter downloads, unlimited printing, and simultaneous usage. Is this too much to ask? Maybe. But we are starting to see discussion that open access “may no longer be a pressure point on commercial publishing”7 on the periodical front. With continued discussion and collaboration, I am optimistic that this could have a residual effect on eBooks.

Why am I optimistic? Because successful open access initiatives are emerging. One such enterprise is Knowledge Unlatched (KU). Established by Frances Pinter and first introduced at the Charleston Conference in 2010,8 KU harnesses buying power on a global level. It is a way for libraries, publishers, authors, and readers to join forces for the greater good of scholarly achievement through open access. Hundreds of universities in 24 countries participated in the initial pilot, sharing the cost to make 28 frontlist titles from 13 publishers universally available. Pilot assessment findings indicated that titles were downloaded worldwide on average over 1,000 times per week.9 KU has a truly global impact, with library buy-in and interest growing.
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Alternatives to Demand-Driven Acquisition (DDA) died as an option, or simply no longer meets our needs, what would we do instead? The Z. Smith Reynolds Library at Wake Forest University provides an all-you-can-eat smorgasbord for our DDA profile with EBL. We currently offer about 170,000 titles. We do not exclude books based on publication date, publisher or subject. We assert that topic areas not covered by our curriculum (e.g., agriculture) will see extremely low use anyway. Therefore, we do not want to waste time pulling those topics out of our pool. On the other hand, if the occasional agriculture book gets used, then hooray, we have served a user without resorting to ILL. However, we do systematically exclude popular and juvenile works (as those categories are defined by YBP) and books with a Short-Term Loan (STL) cost of more than $200/day. We also de-duplicate against other eBook providers in our collection. However, we de-duplicate against print only in cases where the STL cost exceeds $76/day.

We can provide such a wide-ranging buffet because we have a healthy book budget and a relatively small user base, especially in comparison to our budget. In fiscal year 2015, we spent about $129 per student on monographs in all formats (including DDA). Also, we have fortunately had budget increases that match journal inflation for several years in a row. The Z. Smith Reynolds Library serves about 6,200 students, and the total student FTE at Wake Forest is about 7,600. Since the DDA model is fundamentally a pay-per-use model, a lower number of potential users most likely equates to a lower total consumption of books.
There are other ways librarians try to influence the world of academic book buying. There was a discussion on the SERIALIST listserv recently on electronic resources and how libraries handle platforms that require an additional user login beyond IP authentication. When the choice is available, librarians are actively avoiding platforms and providers that require additional hoops for users to jump through. While additional steps may not stop serious researchers, it is a huge deterrent for undergraduates who could easily confuse the extra steps as restricted access. This is a lose-lose-lose-lose situation for the reader, author, publisher, and library.

Librarians don’t want to create adversarial relationships with publishers and vendors, but we are aware that our purchases are powerful. Our purchases speak for library user needs as well as for philosophical beliefs. We will continue to navigate the changing landscapes of technology and economics by developing successful strategies driven by measurable evidence.

Librarians are speaking up in a way that is new to the profession. We are telling our story on an administrative level by demonstrating fiscal responsibility and by a concrete, measurable commitment to the university’s goals. We share our stories with other librarians and colleagues, building upon best practices, forming partnerships, and making our story stronger. We also want to share our stories with publishers, vendors, and aggregators, explaining the “why” behind individual purchasing decisions and larger purchasing patterns. With continued discussion and collaboration and mutual listening as a first step, together we can build a future that works for everyone in the business of academic books.

Alternatives to DDA ...

However, the dramatic DDA price increases and publisher embargoes seen since 2014 have led us to ponder — is there a better way? Should we spend our money differently?

I did a thought experiment to explore other ways we could spend our DDA money. I made two fundamental assumptions: (1) our overall buying power will remain unchanged, and (2) the money we are currently not spending on DDA will continue to be spent exactly as it is today — i.e., this is not an opportunity to cut the budget. Notably in our case, our statewide consortium NC LIVE subscribes to Library's Academic Complete and Public Library Complete on our behalf. Therefore, I did not explore making more investments in the subscription model. For now, I focused solely on cost-per-use and ignored other factors, e.g., user experience factors, that might make a more expensive choice more desirable.

Instead of looking strictly at actual cost-per-use, this thought experiment speculates about what might happen with hypothetical future purchases, based on actual data on user behavior with our existing collection.
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I calculated a hypothetical cost-per-use for four different scenarios. My conclusions were:

1. DDA (control — actual data): 170,000 books; $10.58/use (COUNTER BR1) or $28.27/STL
2. Buy More Print: 4,434 additional books; $52.71/use
3. Package Purchase: 4,052 books; $97.31/use
4. Evidence-Based Acquisition (EBA): Close to print

**Buy More Print**

To determine an approximate cost-per-use for our existing print collection, I focused on the books purchased in fiscal year 2011. These books have had almost five full years to reach a user. The average use is 1.15 times per book, and the five-year cost-per-use came to $39.40.

To project forward the cost-per-use of buying more print, I assume that the extra books bought would have lower use because we buy the most-needed books already (e.g., we already purchase almost every book directly requested by a user). We also might assume that the additional books would have a higher per-unit cost because selectors would choose more expensive books if they had more money to spend. In fiscal year 2015, the average print book purchased by my library cost $47.49. I predicted that the average cost of buying additional print books would be $52.71 and the five-year use would drop down to 1.00 per title. (This is perhaps a trifle optimistic.) These projections, if correct, would yield a cost-per-use of $52.71 for about 4,434 print books.

**Evidence-Based Acquisition**

The basic premise underlying EBA has been outlined in these pages before. Once the experimental access period ends, the library buys the chosen books at list price. If the eBook price mirrors print pricing, the total number of books acquired would be substantially similar to the number acquired in print. However, books acquired under the EBA model should have a lower cost-per-use compared to print, as long as the library’s choice of publisher partners fits well with user demand. I did not calculate a projected cost-per-use for EBA, since there are so many unknown variables. Given our small user base, I have serious concerns about whether enough books from a single publisher would get used to make the EBA model a good choice. Should we ever enter negotiations to purchase an EBA plan, I hope the publishers would grant the smaller schools a lower required purchase amount to account for these concerns.

I also considered the penetration rate of various publishers (what percentage of their titles was used) vs. the absolute number of titles used. If we choose to buy a publisher package, I would target a publisher with the highest possible penetration, since we would pay for every title regardless of use. Associated with an EBA model, however, we can accept a lower penetration as long as the total number of titles used was higher.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Titles in WFU DDA pool</th>
<th>Usage</th>
<th>Use rate/Penetration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major commercial publisher</td>
<td>36,952</td>
<td>3,729</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large academic publisher</td>
<td>1,836</td>
<td>619</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Imagine that I wanted to commit $20,000 to either a single EBA plan or a package purchase. Table 1 is extrapolated from actual DDA statistics at my institution. If I wanted to pursue an EBA plan, I should consider work-...
ing with the major commercial publisher. Their title list is so large that I would almost certainly have $20,000 worth of worthwhile purchases with use by the end of the access period. On the other hand, if I want to pursue the package model, I would be better off pursuing a deal with the academic publisher that has seen deeper use.

Once, near the end of the fiscal year, I sent our selectors a list of DDA books that had seen use, but had not yet been triggered for purchase. I did not mandate that the selectors take any particular action, but many of them who had money left in their monograph funds chose to firm-order the eBook. Others chose to firm-order the print. Can EBA work like this? As long as many patrons still express a strong preference for print, we could use temporary e-access to indicate which specific titles are needed and then purchase print. We could even make a dual-format purchase in cases of highest demand.

So in summary, even with the recent price increases, DDA remains by far the most cost-efficient model for an institution like ours. If the DDA model ceased to exist (or if further price increases undid this cost efficiency), then my institution should probably consider re-directing our DDA fund toward a combination of print and EBA instead of pursuing package purchases. Institutions with a different budget profile and especially with a larger user base would probably reach very different conclusions. I can use the information I gathered to determine at what cost-per-use threshold I should consider dropping my DDA plan in favor of an alternative. Likewise, I can now identify my second choice in case the DDA option ceases to exist.
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themselves but leave much untouched, and changes that might amount to a paradigm shift.

Developments Along Existing Trajectories
Publish more — Come what may, growth in published scholarly output is likely to continue. The number of universities, libraries, scholars, and students continues to increase, especially in emerging markets, and administrative and institutional exercises like the UK’s Research Excellence Framework also create more pressure on scholars to publish. For Routledge, publishing more books is the consequence of decisions taken some time ago, when we chose to add to our strength in established areas by pursuing new and emerging areas. As a result we have editors in areas like gender studies, environment and sustainability, and tourism, alongside editors in traditional subjects like philosophy and economics. Growth in output is also a reflection of the globalization of academic research in English. This means that publishing more does not mean lowering the quality threshold, since we are not just taking more fish from the same geographic pond. In our case growth in title output is also a reflection of the globalization of academic research in English. This means that publishing more does not mean lowering the quality threshold, since we are not just taking more fish from the same geographic pond. In our case growth in title output is also driven by the acquisition of other publishers and imprints.

Consolidation — Faced with declining revenues and the need to invest in digital infrastructure to compete, many small and medium-sized publishers are choosing to sell up. At the same time larger publishers
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